






If you look at the rock 
industry! you can see talented rock 
divas doing a great job promoting the music 
and the rock industry. They record new videos, 
albums and much more. And the most popular 
and some rock bands are slowly losing interest 
because there is little news from them and 
there is no movement in the direction of music. 
They have changed their focus to games, online 
broadcasts, participate in various events that have 
nothing to do with music. If nothing changes for 
a few more years, then talented and young rock 
bands can take the pedestal in the rock industry 
and move towards the most popular ones. This 
can be positive for talented rock bands that 
have really worked hard and they deserve to 
receive attention, respect for themselves, but it 
can have a negative effect on the most popular 

rock bands, they will have minimal interest 
from new listeners and only their own fans will 
support such bands. But it will be a good excuse 
for popular rock bands to get into music again 
and present something new. Now, if you observe 
the situation a lot, you can notice talented rock 
bands that can give something new and even 
impress with their music. And from the most 
popular bands, you can only listen to old music 
and live with the hope of something new.

The most popular «big» 
publishing houses and 
magazines do not pay attention to such a problem, 
but instead create useless polls, advertisements, 
take on the cover of the magazine only the most 
popular personalities from the rock industry. 
It is very rare to see a «top» list with 
talented bands and the indie sector in such 
magazines, but this happens very rarely 
and most of the time it is forgotten anyway. 
Talented bands need to be talked about often, 
advertised, given the opportunity to prove 
themselves! After all, the rock industry is 
for everyone, isn’t it? Unfortunately, such 
publishers do not have such an idea and even 
an opinion about it. Their main idea and 
their huge disadvantage is 1) to work only 
for money 2) to be popular due to popular 
rock bands 3) to be popular due to “trending 
topics. Such publishing houses and magazines 
are not capable of anything else. Sometimes 
there is a thought who will pay the publishing 
house more and turn their attention to that.

The Pedestal Is Shattered - Replacing  Popular 



100 Hot   
Songs
1 Octo Crura -  Sangre De Dios
2 In This Moment - As Above, So Below
3 The Haunt - Make Me king
4 Beyond Frequencies - Cast A Spell
5 Dust In Mind - Empty 
6 Edge Of Paradise - Believe
7  Somberwind - The Spell
ft Caterina Nix
8 ELEINE - Die From Within
9 The Pretty Reckless - Only Love Can Save Me 
Now
10 Marina Ammouri - Latita
(Let’s do what u want) 
11 Project Renegade - The Fix Is In
12 ODC - WANTED
13 Amaranthe -  Viral
14 OMNIMAR - I Wanna Know Now
15 AEVUM -7
16 Jaded Star - A Pain All Mine
17 Chaos Magic - Like Never Before
18 Evanescence - Part Of Me
19 Ida Elena - Wild
20 Emetropia - The first leaf fall
21 EPICA - VICTIMS OF CONTINGENCY
22 REASONS BEHIND - Binary Stars
23 SEMBLANT - Enrage
24 Arch Enemy -  House Of Mirrors 
25 Akiavel - Lady Of Death
26 Lacuna Coil - Layers Of Time
27 Psideralica - REEVOLUTION
28 BREAK ME DOWN - THE NOOSE
29 BUTCHER BABIES- Yorktown
30 LEAVES’ EYES - Black Butterfly 
31 Halestorm - The Steeple 
32 Before Sunday - Living in London
33 METALWINGS - Monster in the Mirror
34 Erszebeth - Adiós Amor
35 Mission Jupiter - Blizzard
36 TEZAURA - Scarecrows
38 INFECTED RAIN - Longing
39 Seeking Tragedy - Hacksaw 
40 KOBRA AND THE LOTUS - Burn
41 FALLCIE - On a Leash
42 MARA - Label Me Insane
43 SYNLAKROSS - Pitch Black
44 Krusher - Too Many To Live 
45 VINTERSEA - Befallen
46  Krusher - Too Many To Live 

47 Sepsiss - You Already Know
48 Jamie-Lee Smit - Revivre
49 The Number Zero - Comets
50 As Night Falls - NEVER LOOK BACK
51 MoonSun – Slain by Silence
52 EIGHT LIVES DOWN - Misguided
53 Otep - Apex Predator
54 ARTHEMION - Little Bird
55 VICTORIA K - Matrix
56 The Big Deal - Never Say Never»
57 Anette Olzon - Sick Of You
58 Segmentia - Silver Lining
59 Alia Tempora - Black’n‘White
60 AGNIS - Gray Magic
61 SheWolf - Lone Wolf
62 VISIONS OF ATLANTIS - Legion Of The Seas 
63 SONG OF ANHUBIS - Misantropia
64 SEVI - Dark Knight
65 Rioghan - Breath
66 Temtris - Forever
67 Sombria - Sarcophagus of Roses
68 WAZZARA - Obsidian Skies
69 Amy Lee ft Body Count - When I am Gone  
70 Chaos Magic ft. Caterina Nix -        Desert 
Rose(Zaher Zorgati , Mike Terrana) - Sting Cover
71 Tungs10 - In Your Shadow 
72 BARE INFINITY - Robin’s Eyes
73 Belle Morte - Lace 
74 The Sundial - Jerusalem 
75 WALK IN DARKNESS - Walk Close To Me 
76 Kalidia - The Lost Mariner
77 Icon For Hire - Last One Standing
78 November-7 - Running Out Of Time 
79 CADAVERIA - In Memory of Shadows’ 
Madame
80 CONSTRAINT -  Isabella’s Lullaby
81 HURANOVA - Shape
82 Hell In The Club - Kamikaze
83 THE AGONIST - Feast 
On The Living
84 False Memories - «The Illusionist
85 Kandia - Fight Or Flight
86 FOREVER STILL - Pieces
87 DEVONIAN - Witchcraft 
88 DARK SARAH - All Ears!
89 VOLTURIAN - Fading Like a Flower
90 FORTIS VENTUS - My Death is My Devotion
91 SINHERESY - How Many Ways Exist To Die
92 Hand Of Kalliach - Each Uisge
93 Rage Of Light - Lead The Riot
94 MOONLIGHT HAZE - It’s Insane
95 WHYZDOM - Pyramids
96 DEATHLESS LEGACY ft STEVE
97 NOCTURNA - Daughters of the Night 
98 Evernoir - Welcome Back to the Darkness
99  Within Temptation - Supernova
100 Kalah | Red

INDUSTRY LIST





After «our» sugar guy Mark 
Zuckerberg announced  renaming 
of the company from Facebook to Meta, 
everyone was expecting changes in the 
user experience on Facebook, Instagram, 
WhatsApp but no! Mark Zuckerberg gave 
a presentation on the creation of a meta 
universe that is currently not relevant 
and is outright nonsense. Instead of 
«improving» security for users who are 
victims of hackers who hack into personal 
pages and sell personal data to the public. 

Mark Zuckerberg has taken an 
interesting position that what happens 
inside his social networks is not interest, 
but how to «develop» the company in 
an unknown direction is a very priority. 
Services in social networks the question 
remains open! Because technical support 
does not deal with the issue of security 
at all and does not try to help! There 
is not even a feedback .. the situation 
looks like this “your page was hacked? 
Decide for yourself.” The most important 
question! How much does he need the 
number of indignant users who suffer 
from attacks by hackers? Until all users 
leave its «meta universe» You need to 
understand there are no irreplaceable 
things! You can always find an 
alternative like «Facebook» and it’s there.

As for the information on 
Facebook, Instagram, moderation 
does not work there at all! Any 
information consists of advertising “buy” 
“sell” “sign up for courses” and of course 
“nft tokens” the only thing that can please 
is the absence of pornographic content. It 
can be concluded that the “meta universe” 
of Mark Zuckerberg will also work on 
“nails” and “sticks”, namely, there will be 
many mistakes made, their own rules or 
the “community norm” will be violated 
and spit in the face of users, but the main 
thing is that they brought in more money. 
Mark Zuckerberg and his «meta universe» 
resemble the well-known company 
AMAZON, which has a lot of money but 
cannot produce anything of high quality.

    Zuckerberg’s metaverse «Security account» so important



 REVIEW AEVUM
7



A month ago videoclip of 
Aevum -7 was presented and we would 
like to share our opinion about it.
The shooting the videoclip is done 
beautifully, minimalism and a very 
easy form eroticism. This style is a bit 
like band with the video clip In This 
Moment - Adrenalize with the moment 
nurse and patient. The videoclip is 
made very harmoniously and balanced! 
In the videoclip, @ilarialucille looks 
very beautiful and member Manuela 
Marascio looks beautiful, charismatic.
Music Aevum - 7 consists of many 
different genre: metal, melodic, electro, 
modern, power. They combine very 
well with each other, the amazing vocals 
Lucile with the combination male 
vocals look good. The music is easy, 
energetic. Aevmu - 7 deserves a lot of 
attention for service and your support! 

TOTALLY  POINT
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OCTO CRURA
INTERVIEW WITH GREAT SINGERS KATLIN AND VAN IS

1) How re you doing?
Van Is: «Hi, we’re great and super excited for 
how things are going with our debut song!
Getting such a positive feedback 
it’s making us stronger and we can’t 
wait for the whole album release!».

2) What make Octo Crura unique? 
Katlin: «I must say that what makes us different 
and unique is the mix vocals in our songs. Van and 
I have completely different voices that together 
can make an harmonious range of tonalities».

3) When the band first started what were your 
expectation for the project and did it turn out 
the way you thought?
Katlin: «when we first met, the project already 
existed, but with a different name and singer, 
but it then took a completely new trend.
We love to experiment and merge the Insects’ world 
with our music, to create an horror atmosphere. All 
this helped to get inspired for our album “Tagmata”.

I must say that everything is going over 
our expectations and we’re very thankful 
to the DARKTUNES family for this 
achievement and for believing in us!».

4) After release your videoclip «Sangre de 
Dios» conqueast many heart people! its seriosly 
step. what influence to you make this song?
Katlin: “Sangre de Dios” is our very 
first song and it was the right choice 
to celebrate it in our first videoclip.
We’re very connected to this song and 
seeing such a high approval rating made us 
very excited and motivated to do better».

5) Whats your purpous in rock music? 
introduce something new?
Van Is: «we’re very close friends and now our 
goal is to have fun together making music.
Nowadays It’s very hard to create 
something new and original, it seems that 
everything has been experimented already.
However, my hope is to transmit energy to our 



fans and sometimes to frighten them lol!!!».

6) Dear Katlin and Van Is. What’s your 
favorite band or female singer? Mayb 
someone influence to your music?
Katlin: «I grew up listening to historical 
bands such as Slipknot, Metallica, 
Rammstein, Pantera, Nevermore.
Bands 100% made up of men, for this reason 
my biggest inspiration was when I first saw 
Angela Gossow singing in the Arch Enemy.
She totally was my first inspiration and this 
is the reason why I started singing in growl.
Today as a female artist, I very appreciate 
Courtnery LaPlante from the Sporitbox».

Van Is: «same for me, the influences that 
inspired me are many and all come from 
very different genres to begin with blues, 
rock, punk, metal, CCE, Janis Joplin, 
Slipknot.. and cannot stop thinking!».

7) Who has a sense of humor? in the 

video Sangre de Dios i am little scare! 
Maybe in real life more kind ehehe!!
Van Is: «The true is that we’re both very amusing 
and we love making jokes. Every occasion is 
good for saying how we love each other’s!».

8) Do you have plan about new album or videoclips?
Katlin: «Finally this April our first 
album “Tagmata” will be released and 
following 2 more videoclips where 
horror scenarios won’t be missing».

9) Who is writing lyrics and songs ? 
do you take inspiration from real life?
Katlin: «the lyrics are written by 
me and the guitarist Tyo Cryon.
Usually we talk about real things that 
already happened or historical facts 
that changed history like “Sangre”.
However, we take our inspiration from our 
music that is normally created before the 
lyrics and topics can be also very different!».



10) Out of your whole career so far, what is your 
favorite song you’ve performed on and why?
Katlin: «as a cover I really enjoyed singing 
“Redneck” by Lamb of God, simply 
because it’s one of my favorite band.
Regarding our songs, the one I enjoy the 
most is “Domina Tenebris” because I love 
its instrumental part which sounds very 
gothic the final growl it’s very powerful 
and I put all my energy when I sing it».

Van Is: «In reality I always have the feeling that 
the song must always arrive. I am insatiable and 
critical But, I know it is there and it will come!».

11) What keeps you motivated even if  you 
don’t connect personally with the project?
Van Is: «for sure is our friendship 
that connects us. We’re like a family 
and we always support each other’s».

12) Is there anything you’d like to say 
to the fans before we wrap things up?
Katlin: «our music is not thought to be loved 
by only one type of people, that’s why we 
hope to make all audience passionate and 





1 Hello dear Klaudia ! How are you doing?  Biggest 1 Hello dear Klaudia ! How are you doing?  Biggest 
thanks for opportunity take interview with you!thanks for opportunity take interview with you!

Hello I am very well thank you. No problem, Hello I am very well thank you. No problem, 
let me to thanks, to you for this interview.let me to thanks, to you for this interview.

2.What make Krusher unique?2.What make Krusher unique?

First of all, thank you for the compliment. I think First of all, thank you for the compliment. I think 
because we create strong riff music with female because we create strong riff music with female 
vocals which is a combination of pure gothic vocals which is a combination of pure gothic 
singing with sharp, aggressive scream. In the singing with sharp, aggressive scream. In the 
last review of our new album, it was written that last review of our new album, it was written that 
the advantage is that you can clearly hear that a the advantage is that you can clearly hear that a 
woman is screaming, yet the scream is still heavy.woman is screaming, yet the scream is still heavy.

3 When the band first started what were 3 When the band first started what were 
your expectations for the project and your expectations for the project and 
did it turn out the way you thought?did it turn out the way you thought?

The band was formed in 2002 and for the first The band was formed in 2002 and for the first 
five years of activity had two male singers. five years of activity had two male singers. 

I joined the band in 2007 at the age of 18. I I joined the band in 2007 at the age of 18. I 
was very young and the guys weren’t used to was very young and the guys weren’t used to 
the female vocal scales so it was tough at first, the female vocal scales so it was tough at first, 
especially when I had to sing songs written for especially when I had to sing songs written for 
male vocals. Everything started to change as male vocals. Everything started to change as 
the songs written for me began to be created. the songs written for me began to be created. 
Then I started to create vocal lines that suited Then I started to create vocal lines that suited 
me. Now the guys know me so well that they me. Now the guys know me so well that they 
often write these parts for me and they are great. often write these parts for me and they are great. 
And when it comes to expectations, it has And when it comes to expectations, it has 
always been my dream to have a band, and always been my dream to have a band, and 
our band is playing concerts, making progress, our band is playing concerts, making progress, 
creating new music, so I’m proud of what we creating new music, so I’m proud of what we 
do (although it has been tough the last two do (although it has been tough the last two 
years. First a pandemic, now the war in Ukraine years. First a pandemic, now the war in Ukraine 
which has a great influence on Poland. There which has a great influence on Poland. There 
are not many concerts, and lot of people are are not many concerts, and lot of people are 
no longer interested in music and concerts).no longer interested in music and concerts).

4 What lead you to become singer? Has it 4 What lead you to become singer? Has it 
always been a dream of yours? always been a dream of yours? 
Yes, it has always been my dream. I have Yes, it has always been my dream. I have 
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been singing all my life, from an early age. been singing all my life, from an early age. 
I was always looking for opportunities, I was always looking for opportunities, 
at school or outside of school, to sing, at school or outside of school, to sing, 
to go on stage, to grab the microphone.to go on stage, to grab the microphone.

5 What s your favorite band or female singer? 5 What s your favorite band or female singer? 
Maybe someone influence to  your music?Maybe someone influence to  your music?
I have plenty of favorite bands that would I have plenty of favorite bands that would 
probably take a whole paragraph to list. But probably take a whole paragraph to list. But 
when it comes to female vocals, my favorite when it comes to female vocals, my favorite 
vocalist is Amy Lee from Evanescence. I love vocalist is Amy Lee from Evanescence. I love 
her and her voice. I have always admired such her and her voice. I have always admired such 
singers as Doro Pesch, Sharon den Adel, Tarja singers as Doro Pesch, Sharon den Adel, Tarja 
Turunen. I adore Anneke van Giersbergen, Turunen. I adore Anneke van Giersbergen, 
a former singer of the Gathering and Lacey a former singer of the Gathering and Lacey 
Sturm from Flyleaf. I have great respect for Sturm from Flyleaf. I have great respect for 
Angela Gossow. However, I also have idols Angela Gossow. However, I also have idols 
from the world of pop music that I admire from the world of pop music that I admire 
for probably the best vocal in the world: for probably the best vocal in the world: 
Whitney Houston and Christina Aguilera.Whitney Houston and Christina Aguilera.

6 Do you have plan about new album or videoclips?6 Do you have plan about new album or videoclips?

Videoclip, yes. The new album we already have. Videoclip, yes. The new album we already have. 
Sadly, we released a new album in January Sadly, we released a new album in January 
2020 and in February we managed to play one 2020 and in February we managed to play one 
premiere concert and a pandemic began. There premiere concert and a pandemic began. There 
were lockdowns which effectively deprived us were lockdowns which effectively deprived us 
of the opportunity to play concerts, and thus of the opportunity to play concerts, and thus 
the promotion of the album. We would like to the promotion of the album. We would like to 
record an image for the song Carpe Diem from record an image for the song Carpe Diem from 
our new album „Oblivion”, but it’s not that simple our new album „Oblivion”, but it’s not that simple 
because the new album cost us a lot of money because the new album cost us a lot of money 
(we cover all the costs ourselves) that we still (we cover all the costs ourselves) that we still 
haven’t got back because of the lack of concerts.haven’t got back because of the lack of concerts.

7 Who is writing lyrics and songs? Do 7 Who is writing lyrics and songs? Do 
you take inspiration from real life?you take inspiration from real life?
Mostly the music (riffs to be exact) is written Mostly the music (riffs to be exact) is written 
by our guitarist Bolus. The drummer and by our guitarist Bolus. The drummer and 
bassist add a rhythm section to this. I used to bassist add a rhythm section to this. I used to 
come up with a complete melody line, now come up with a complete melody line, now 
Bolus does it when composing a song. In Bolus does it when composing a song. In 
turn, I am mainly responsible for the lyrics. turn, I am mainly responsible for the lyrics. 
Sometimes Bolus will also write something. Sometimes Bolus will also write something. 



When it comes to inspiration, it usually comes When it comes to inspiration, it usually comes 
from real life, sometimes from imagination, from real life, sometimes from imagination, 
and sometimes also from philosophy and sometimes also from philosophy 
8 Out of your whole career so far, what is your 8 Out of your whole career so far, what is your 
favorite song you’ve performed on and why?favorite song you’ve performed on and why?
Tough uestion, because it’s hard to choose one. Tough uestion, because it’s hard to choose one. 
“Ogień” (ang. “Fire), I think. But it’s probably “Ogień” (ang. “Fire), I think. But it’s probably 
sentiment. It was one of the first songs for sentiment. It was one of the first songs for 
which I came up with a vocal line. One of the which I came up with a vocal line. One of the 
first songs that was «mine» from start to finish. first songs that was «mine» from start to finish. 
Besides, the text is very important to me. I Besides, the text is very important to me. I 
wrote it from my heart and it tells about my wrote it from my heart and it tells about my 

deepest dilemmas at the time. The text is in deepest dilemmas at the time. The text is in 
Polish but I think that if someone is interested, Polish but I think that if someone is interested, 
the translator will be able to handle it :)the translator will be able to handle it :)
9  What keeps you motivated even if you 9  What keeps you motivated even if you 
don’t connect personally with the project?don’t connect personally with the project?
I do not understand the question . I have I do not understand the question . I have 
always personally connect with the project always personally connect with the project 
. It is my passion and my reflection.. It is my passion and my reflection.
10  Is there anything you’d like to say 10  Is there anything you’d like to say 
to the fans before we wrap things up?to the fans before we wrap things up?
I certainly want to thank all of you for all I certainly want to thank all of you for all 
these years of support, encourage you to buy these years of support, encourage you to buy 



our albums: www.krusher.pl/sklepik  and our albums: www.krusher.pl/sklepik  and 
listen to us on platforms: www.youtube.listen to us on platforms: www.youtube.
com/KrusherPL  https://open.spotify.com/KrusherPL  https://open.spotify.
com/artist/1UJ4jWZh9qwu3SeF7WPetD com/artist/1UJ4jWZh9qwu3SeF7WPetD 
Thanks again for the interview and I hope Thanks again for the interview and I hope 
to see you at some concert. Stay Heavy!to see you at some concert. Stay Heavy!
with the best regardswith the best regards





Elden Ring (25 February 2022) is considered
one of the most popular game in 2022
year! Elden Ring is an open world game,
with a dark atmosphere, different 
enemies, many  dungeons, a lot of 
different bosses that can give «heat». 
There are many in the game classes, 
you can create a character, graphics
looks very good than in Dark Souls
1-2-3. A special feature in Elden Ring
is to be able to ride
on horseback and explore the vast world.
There is only one flaw in the open
the world is a small number of castles to explore.

About the plot Elden Ring - it is there but
collected in pieces and not fully revealed.
The music in the game is very impressive, 
it fills the gloomy atmosphere, inflates 
during the battle and simple music that
sellers play near the fire.

Comparison - many believe that Elden Ring
similar to Skyrim, Witcher 3 only with genre
ruglike. soul like.

Conclusion: the game deserves your attention! 
explore the whole open world, create
unique character and kill enemies.
The only BUT is that the game is configured
to the fact that you need to transfer the character 
if you can’t go through some place or kill enemies



1 The 355
2 Wrath of Man
3 The Tomorrow War
4 The Last Duel
5 King Richard
6 Jolt
7 Last Night in Soho
8 Army of Thieves
9 Free Guy
10 Syakeu: deo bigining

TOP 
MOVIES 


